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Abstract Remote influences on anomalous rainfall over North, Central and1

South Vietnam during extended summer (May-October) are explored using2

a 38-year (1979-2016) global dataset. Composites of wet and dry events with3

lags of up to two weeks are assembled for rainfall indices over these three4

subregions. The moisture budget and the large-scale dynamics associated with5

these events are described.6

The moisture budget for composite precipitation events is examined using7

vertically integrated moisture flux convergence, vertically integrated tendency8

and evaporation. Variations are mainly explained by the flux convergence,9

which is seen to serve as a reasonable proxy for intraseasonal variability in10

rainfall.11

Rainfall extremes of opposing signs show markedly asymmetrical large-12

scale precursors and different pathways of influence. Wet and dry events in13

North and Central Vietnam are seen to originate from Europe and propagate at14

high latitudes. The exact nature of the precursors is sensitive to the definition15

of the composite index. There is also a pathway of influence along the Asian jet,16

which impacts South Vietnam, especially for wet events which often coincide17

with dry events in the north. South and Central Vietnam are also influenced18

by tropical divergent precursors, which are again asymmetric between wet and19

dry events.20
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1 Introduction23

The annual cycle of rainfall over Vietnam is controlled by the seasonal South-24

East Asia monsoon system. However, within a season there are large variations,25

accounting for a major fraction of the total rainfall variability (Yokoi et al.,26

2007). Intraseasonal anomalies during the rainy season from May to October27

can take the form of prolonged periods of flood or drought, or extreme events28

of shorter duration (eg. (Wu et al., 2012; van der Linden et al., 2016)), with29

important consequences for agriculture and water resources. This study focuses30

on the characteristics of the moisture budget and remote influences associated31

with rainfall anomalies over Vietnam on intraseasonal timescales.32

Intraseasonal variations (ISV) of rainfall over Vietnam have previously33

been characterised as spatio-temporal modes. Timescales of 30-60-day and 10-34

20-day have been identified by Yokoi and Satomura (2005) and Yokoi et al.35

(2007) using a wavelet analysis of daily rain gauge data over the Indochina36

Peninsula. They showed that the 30-60-day mode is dominant in Central Viet-37

nam in July-October, while the 10-20-day mode is dominant in North and38

Central Vietnam in May-September. Truong and Tuan (2018) - TT18 and39

Truong and Tuan (2019) - TT19, showed that daily rainfall from selected sta-40

tions displays variation significantly in both time scale ranges in all Vietnam41

sub-regions.42

There have been relatively few investigations about extreme rainfall anomaly43

events on intraseasonal timescales. The subject is complicated by the choice of44

which patterns of variation to study. For example, Tuan (2019) uses prin-45

ciple component analysis to find spatial patterns of variation in 7-25-day46

filtered high-resolution precipitation data 1980-2010 over Vietnam (Nguyen-47

Xuan et al., 2016). He identified four patterns, each of which covers the entire48

region. On the other hand TT18 and TT19 concentrated on individual re-49

gions, and we will take this approach in this paper, with a specific study of50

their interrelations.51

ISV of rainfall over Vietnam is closely related to moisture fluxes and as-52

sociated convective activity. In TT18 and TT19, the evolution of 10-20 and53

30-60 days variation modes of rainfall shows a relationship with convection54

through outgoing long-wave radiation anomalies and the local circulation. In55

all sub-regions, the wet phase is associated with cyclonic anomalies and local56

moisture flux convergence. The opposite is obtained for the dry phase.57

Previous studies indicate that the Madden Julian Oscillation - MJO (Mad-58

den and Julian, 1972), equatorial Rossby and Kelvin waves are the main tropi-59

cal factors that influence rainfall ISV over Vietnam, mostly Central and South60

Vietnam. Van Der Linden et al. (2016) shows daily rainfall associated with61

different phases of the MJO and equatorial waves have the largest influence62

in the region. Equatorial Rossby waves mostly affect Central Vietnam, while63
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Kevin waves only affect South Vietnam. They also show that these waves64

enhance the frequency of intense daily rainfall during the wet phase, and pos-65

itive interference of these different waves can lead to strong enhancement of66

wet or dry events. Yokoi et al. (2007), TT18 and TT19 also find that large-67

scale dynamics associated with rainfall variation modes resemble the MJO and68

tropical wave activity, especially for Central and South Vietnam. TT18 indi-69

cates a tropical Indian Ocean mode in the form of equatorial Rossby waves70

with 10-20-day variation in North and South Vietnam. However, TT19 shows71

that MJO activity only relates to 20-60-day variations for South Vietnam.72

Recent studies also indicate that there are extratropical precursors to rain-73

fall ISV, often in the form of wave trains along with the North Atlantic-Asian-74

North Pacific jet. Tuan (2019) founds links between his ISV Principal Com-75

ponents (PCs) of precipitation and the large-scale dynamical environment.76

The extratropical influences include pressure surges from the Siberian high77

and Northeast China associated with the sub-monthly rainfall anomaly over78

North and Central Vietnam.79

Analysis of extreme wet events also reveals an interplay between tropical80

and extratropical factors. Wu et al. (2012) shows an example of a synoptic-81

scale tropical wave formed over the South China Sea combined with a surface82

high extending from western Mongolia to the East China Sea leading to heavy83

rainfall. Further examples of combined effects include cold surges associated84

with expansion of the Siberian High and tropical depressions associated with85

the MJO (Yokoi and Matsumoto, 2008; Chen et al., 2012; Abdillah et al.,86

2018). This type of combined influence appears to have varying impacts on87

different regions, so the exact nature of the remote influence will be sensitive88

to how these regions are defined and how the data is processed (thresholds,89

time filters, etc).90

In this paper we will use moisture flux convergence as a proxy for rainfall91

ISV, since it is available from a consistent dataset and it is a quantity that is92

closer to the large scale dynamics. The relationship between flux convergence93

and rainfall will therefore be examined in the context of the regional moisture94

budget.95

Then the main focus of this paper is on the asymmetries in large-scale dy-96

namical precursors to wet and dry episodes in selected sub-regions of Vietnam.97

Our work is intended to complement previous work where regional dependence98

has been expressed either as sub-regions or spatial patterns. The use of PC99

analysis to define the regional hydrology has the advantage of producing or-100

thogonal spatial modes that are uncorrelated, and thus easier to relate to ex-101

ternal factors. However they do not necessarily represent physical phenomena102

and their application to practical forecasting in the sub-regions of interest is103

potentially more indirect. In this paper we will consider three regions of Viet-104

nam separately and address their interdependencies explicitly. Specifically we105

address the following questions:106

- How do the terms in the moisture budget contribute to anomalous rainfall107

episodes?108

- Can we identify dynamical precursors/pathways of influence to rainfall events109
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over Vietnam sub-regions?110

- How much do these precursors overlap from one sub-region to another?111

- How asymmetric are the precursors to wet and dry events in each of the112

sub-regions?113

Data and methods are presented in section 2. The terms in the moisture bud-114

get associated with event composites are described in section 3. Section 4 then115

shows the large-scale dynamics associated with these composites. Discussion116

and conclusion are given in section 5.117

2 DATA and METHODS118

2.1 Data119

We use 38 years (1979-2016) of ERA-Interim global reanalysis (Dee et al., 2011)120

from May to October. Four-times daily data of atmospheric variables including121

zonal wind (u), meridional wind (v), specific humidity (q), geopotential height122

(gph) are spectrally analysed at T42 and stored on sigma levels (relative to123

msl pressure) for later use in a dynamical model. Daily gridded 1x1 degree124

data of precipitation (PPT) and evaporation (EVP) are also used from ERA-125

Interim, taken from the Frequent Rainfall Observations on GridS (FROGS)126

dataset (Roca et al., 2019).127

Four-times daily Vertically Integrated Moisture flux Convergence (VIMC)128

is calculated following using u, v, and q at all levels, and then averaged to daily129

values for comparison with precipitation and evaporation. The daily PPT,130

EVP and VIMC are smoothed with 10-day running mean, and a smoothed131

annual cycle is removed based on average by calendar date. Finally the linear132

trend is removed to obtain intraseasonal and interannual variations.133

In addition, El Niño Southern Oscillation (ENSO) is known to affect the134

extreme rainfall in Vietnam (Nguyen et al., 2014). Our focus in this paper135

is on intraseasonal variability, so dominant interannual ENSO-related signals136

are removed using the bi-monthly Multivariate ENSO Index (MEI) time series137

provided by the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA).138

2.2 Methods139

Signals associated with extreme events are constructed using composites. This140

approach allows us to assess the asymmetries of moisture budget and large-141

scale dynamics associated with wet and dry events. It requires a regional index,142

and a threshold that defines positive or negative extreme events over the re-143

gion.144

In this study, we use the daily VIMC anomaly in place of rainfall. Each145

regional index is averaged from daily VIMC anomalies over the domains. To146

analyse regional dependency (Nguyen et al., 2014; Tuan, 2019), we divided147

Vietnam into three regions included in the three boxes shown in fig. 1: North148

Vietnam - NVN; Central Vietnam - CVN and South Vietnam - SVN.149
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Table 1 The number of days happened over regions N (North), C (Central) and S (South) of
Vietnam with/without overlapping days shown out/in parentheses. Wet/dry means exceeded
+3mm/day and -3mm/day of VIMC.

N wet C wet S wet N dry C dry S dry
N wet 624(302) none
C wet 322 745(277) none
S wet 53 199 371(172) none
N dry none 0(0) 34(31) 493(282)
C dry 2(0) none 3(0) 211 619(267)
S dry 93(87) 4(0) none 29 170 447(227)

Thresholds were defined from the probability distribution of the daily150

VIMC index. All domains have almost normal distributions, and values of151

+3mm/d and -3mm/d account for approximately 10% of the rainfall variabil-152

ity in each case.153

In order to concentrate on characteristics exclusive to each region, com-154

posites are initially constructed from daily VIMC indices exceeding +3mm/d155

and -3mm/d only in a given domain, but not in the other two. This means156

that the overlapping dates having more than one regional index exceeding the157

threshold value are excluded from the composites. Further composites are also158

constructed that include overlapping events to reveal the level of independence159

between regions.160

Dates from months that have the ENSO index exceeding 1.0 are removed161

from our composites to isolate the intraseasonal signal from ENSO effects.162

Remaining dates that have regional VIMC anomalies greater than 3mm/d are163

called Wet events, and less than -3mm/day are called Dry events.164

There are 302, 277 and 172 exclusive Wet days for NVN, CVN and SVN165

respectively, and 282, 267 and 277 exclusive Dry days. Further details are given166

in Table 1.167

3 REGIONAL DEVELOPMENT168

3.1 Regional climatology169

Monthly averaged rainfall and monthly variance of daily anomalies of PPT170

and VIMC over the three domains are shown in fig. 2. Monthly variance of171

VIMC and PPT are similar and follow the seasonal cycle of rainfall, especially172

in NVN and CVN. Most of the rainfall occurs over the three regions during173

the summertime (May- October). Monthly rainfall peaks in August in NVN174

(fig. 2a), September in CVN (fig. 2b) and September-October in SVN (fig. 2c).175

The VIMC and PPT anomalies in NVN and CVN show maximum variance in176

line with maximum rainfall.177
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There are some differences in rainfall annual cycle compared to previous178

regional rainfall studies due to regional selection. For example, in TT19, using179

station data, their CVN rainy season peak is in early winter and their SVN180

rainfall is more evenly distributed. These differences can be attributed to the181

Truong son mountain effect which is implicit by regional selection for CVN182

due to domain selection. Therefore, the orthography effect is implicit in this183

large-scale analysis. For SVN, the flat terrain combined with the effect of the184

summer monsoon, which leads to high rainfall intensity explains the relatively185

low variance during the rainy season compared to two other regions (Nguyen-186

Le et al., 2014).187

Daily time-series from May to October of VIMC and PPT anomalies are188

highly correlated, with coefficients 0.66 for NVN; 0.76 for CVN and 0.72 for189

SVN. Lag correlations are maximum when VIMC leads by 3 days: NVN 0.76;190

CVN 0.84 and SVN 0.79. The VIMC thus provides a reasonable proxy for191

the diagnosis of rainfall variability over Vietnam on intraseasonal timescales,192

particularly in summertime.193

3.2 Moisture budget194

Our inferences about rainfall extremes start with a consideration of the re-195

gional moisture budget. Conservation of water in the atmosphere can be ex-196

pressed in sigma coordinates as shown by Banacos and Schultz (2005) - Eq.197

1. The source, expressed as evaporation minus precipitation, balances the ten-198

dency of the moisture column (TMC) and the VIMC over a given area. Tempo-199

ral variations in VIMC may present a reasonable proxy to investigate directly200

the link between the hydrological cycle and the associated large scale circula-201

tion (Sohn et al., 2004). For example, VIMC shows a high positive correlation202

with PPT over Thailand (Chansaengkrachang et al., 2018).203

1

g

∫
dq

dt
dσ +

1

g

∫
▽(q.V )dσ = E − P (1)

with TMC =
1

g

∫
dq

dt
dσ and V IMC = −

1

g

∫
▽(q.V )dσ (2)

TMC − V IMC = E − P (3)

Fig. 3 shows the four terms in the moisture budget for each region. The204

dominant terms in all cases are the growing anomalies of VIMC and PPT. It205

is seen that although the two are well correlated in time there is discrepancy206

between them, likely arising from different discretisation on horizontal grids207

and integration in sigma coordinates in the presence of topography. Prior to208

wet events, there is a moistening of the atmosphere as the TMC increases, and209

a reduction in evaporation (EVP). The converse is seen for dry events. These210

two terms remain small but not negligible compared to PPT and VIMC, and211

even compared the budget residual at the time of an extreme event.212
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For wet events the TMC increases from day-9 to day-0 over all regions, but213

for SVN this follows a sign reversal with a drier atmosphere prior to day-10214

(not shown). For dry events, TMC develops differently between the regions. In215

NVN it decreases sharply from day-9, but in CVN it develops more gradually.216

In SVN, as for the wet events, there is again a sign change, this time at day-217

9. Although the TMC contributes a minor part (approximately 10%) of the218

moisture budget, it may still be an important contributor to asymmetries in219

rainfall patterns between Wet and Dry events as the drying or moistening of220

the atmosphere are not the same between wet and dry events in all regions.221

Evaporation anomalies (EVP) are negative for wet events and positive for222

dry events over all regions, and mostly symmetrical. EVP develops gradually223

in NVN and CVN. And for SVN, there are higher levels of anomalous EVP at224

day-15 in both wet and dry events, remaining throughout the two weeks (not225

shown).226

3.3 Composite precipitation events227

Fig. 4 shows lagged composites of VIMC and PPT anomalies for wet and dry228

events in NVN. Wet events (fig. 4a-d) are associated with positive anomalies229

over the western Pacific from day-15 to day-0. The VIMC anomalies quickly230

develop over NVN at day-9, then PPT anomalies occur significantly from day-231

3. A wet-dry dipole over North-South Vietnam is established from day-9 and232

has the peak of anomalous PPT at day0.233

Dry events are more weakly foreshadowed by lagged composites (fig. 4e-h).234

The VIMC anomalies occur first over NVN at day-9, while PPT anomalies are235

established at day-3. The day-0 regional dipole over North-South Vietnam for236

dry events is quite symmetrical with the wet case.237

Fig. 5 shows lagged composites for events in CVN. They have some simi-238

larities with those of NVN. but are not identical. Wet events (fig. 5a-d) have239

their origins in the Maritime Continent and VIMC anomalies move north and240

spread westwards, bringing PPT to central Vietnam from day-3.241

For Dry events, the significant anomalies of VIMC again occur later at242

day-9 (fig. 5f). The CVN patterns manifest as tripole patterns of VIMC and243

PPT from day-3, and are also quite symmetrical between wet and dry on this244

regional scale (fig .5c-d and fig. 5g-h). PPT patterns show a maximum to the245

west of the CVN region, suggesting a role for the Truong Son mountains in246

Central Vietnam, already implicit in the regional selection.247

Fig. 6 shows lagged composites for SVN. Both wet and dry events have248

significant VIMC and PPT anomalies from day-15, especially the dry events.249

Wet events in SVN are associated with positive anomalies of VIMC and PPT250

over the Maritime Continent from day-15 which intensifies to cover a large251

region, from the equatorial Western Pacific to Indian Oceans (fig. 6a-d). At252

the same time, weaker negative anomalies from northern Philippines move253

gradually westwards to cover northern Vietnam.254
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Dry events in SVN on day-15 (fig. 6e) show significant positive VIMC and255

PPT anomalies extending from the north of Vietnam to the western Pacific.256

This broad feature then becomes progressively more concentrated over the257

north of Vietnam (fig. 6e-h). At the same time negative anomalies over the258

Maritime Continent strengthen and extend to cover a similar region to the259

positive anomalies in the Wet events. VIMC and PPT anomalies for wet and260

dry events in SVN show dipole patterns over North-South of Vietnam at day-0261

(fig. 6d and fig. 6h) which closely resemble the opposite of events in NVN.262

These rainfall anomaly patterns are consistent with three of the first four263

EOFs of the 7-25 day variations of rainfall shown in Tuan (2019). Our NVN-264

Wet looks like his EOF2 (15,4%); our CVN-wet his EOF1 (30.3%); and our265

SVN-wet his EOF4 (5,65%). We also see an agreement between our wet - dry266

events and maxima - minima of the 20-60-day intraseasonal oscillation (ISO)267

of observed rainfall in Vietnam described in TT19. However, while the 20-268

60-day ISO in all sub-regions in TT19 depicts symmetrical rainfall anomaly269

patterns associated with wet and dry phases, our results indicate that there270

are some asymmetrical features between opposing events, especially for NVN.271

We also see a lead time between VIMC and PPT following the lag compos-272

ites. Wet and Dry events over the three sub-regions show that VIMC anomalies273

appear before PPT anomalies with slightly greater intensity from day-6 to day-274

0. The VIMC anomalies peak at day-3 while the PPT peak is by construction275

at day-0 (fig. 4c-d, fig. 5c-d, fig. 6c-d ). This was also mentioned in TT19, in276

which positive anomalous rainfall over Vietnam was attributed to convergent277

moisture flux, suggesting that VIMC may constitute short term predictive278

information for large scale rainfall extremes.279

4 LARGE-SCALE CIRCULATION280

In this section, the large-scale circulation associated with Wet and Dry com-281

posites is examined. Precursors associated with rainfall anomalies will be anal-282

ysed with attention to the degree of symmetry between Wet and Dry episodes283

and between regions.284

4.1 Extratropical flow285

The Northern Hemisphere extratropical flow for wet and dry composites in286

northern Vietnam (NVN) are shown in fig. 7 through two weeks of lagged287

composites of 250mb geopotential height anomalies.288

For wet events at day-15 (fig. 7a) a positive anomaly is situated over Europe289

and a negative anomaly over Kazakhstan. This dipole shows slight eastward290

displacement until day-9 and then dissipates, giving way to a low over Russia291

that subsequently grows and spreads southwards. At the same time there is a292

persistent high over Eastern Siberia that extends over Japan. This feature is293

almost stationary. At lower latitudes a high starts to displace eastwards, south294

of the Asian jet from day-0 (fig. 7d) as a low develops over China.295
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Dry events in NVN are associated with a large scale negative anomaly over296

Eastern Europe that strengthens and extends southwards into the jet region297

from day-15 to day-9 (fig. 7e-f). During this period there is an equally strong298

low further east over northern China / Mongolia and a persistent high between299

the two. This low-high-low structure sits on the Asian jet axis and shows very300

slight phase propagation to the east. From day-3 to day-0 (fig. 7g-h) the two301

low centres merge and spread towards South-East Asia while the compact high302

dissipates and a new centre is established over China-Korea-Southern Japan.303

Comparing wet and dry precursor developments we see considerable asym-304

metry. For example there is no counterpart in the dry composite to the per-305

sistent Siberian high seen for the wet events. Although both series show al-306

ternating signs along the jet, they are not in phase opposition and they have307

different characteristic scales, with wet precursors spread either side of the jet308

and dry precursors more confined to the jet region. The ensuing local circula-309

tion at day-0 is more symmetric, consistent with the regional analysis of the310

last section.311

Fig. 8 shows lagged composites for central Vietnam (CVN). Wet events312

start at day-15 (fig. 8a) with a strong pair of low centres spread along the313

northern flank of the jet. In the far north there is a pair of highs in quadrature314

phase to the east of these lows. These four centres separate as the highs grow315

from day-15 to day-9 (fig. 8a-b). The easternmost low then dissipates and is316

replaced by the high to the north which moves east and spreads southwards317

over China from day-9 to day-0 (fig. 8b-d). There is thus a high in the jet over318

China, in contrast to the low that appeared for the wet-NVN case.319

Precursors to dry events are quite stationary from day-15 to day-9 (fig.320

8e-f). A low persists over eastern Siberia north of the jet and steadily grows321

and intensifies. It is flanked by two large scale highs. The westernmost of these322

intensifies over Russia while the other one dissipates over Japan, giving way to323

the growing low which merges with a depression south of the jet propagating324

from the east to influence South East Asia on day-0 (fig. 8h).325

Again we see asymmetry between wet and dry events for CVN. Although326

there are some features in common in terms of zonal phase, they are not co-327

located in latitude and they have differing spatial extents.328

Fig. 9 shows composites for Wet and Dry events over southern Vietnam329

(SVN). Both composites are associated with remarkably strong signals com-330

pared to NVN and CVN. Wet events are associated with a low over Siberia331

and a compact high over Japan throughout the preceding two weeks. Further332

west, precursors take the form of an extended low and high, orientated SW-NE333

over eastern Europe/Asia. This structure tilts into the Asian jet from day-15334

to day-9 (fig. 9a-b), after which a compact high intensifies in-situ in the jet335

entrance. Although there is no phase propagation, the increased amplitude of336

the signal appears to propagate along the jet, finally intensifying the high over337

Japan. The colocation of anomaly centres with the jet core is reminiscent of338

the dry composite for NVN.339

For dry events over SVN, precursors are dominated by a persistent Siberian340

high which is present from day-15 (fig. 9e). It spreads southwards over China341
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from day-3 to day-0. There is also a high over eastern Europe and the overall342

pattern shows some similarity to the wet composite for NVN, although there343

are some differences at the latitude of the jet.344

So again we see asymmetric precursors between wet and dry events, es-345

pecially over the western of extratropical flow. But there is also evidence of346

symmetry between NVN and SVN with wet and dry reversed.347

4.2 Tropical flow348

We have diagnosed remote teleconnections in terms of geopotential, which349

reveals mainly extratropical rotational flow and thermal anomalies. To look350

at tropical influence we must examine the divergent flow, so the following set351

of figures show the lower tropospheric velocity potential, together with wind352

vectors and VIMC, to focus on the anomalous moisture transport and its353

convergence.354

Fig. 10 shows wet and dry events for North Vietnam. The tropical pre-355

cursor to wet events in NVN is a persistent region of anomalous low-level356

convergence over the western Pacific from day-15 (fig. 10a). This intensifies357

over NVN from about day-6, assisted by anticyclonic winds over Japan and358

strong south-westerlies over the Bay of Bengal, leading to a second centre of359

velocity potential and positive VIMC over NVN at day0 (fig. 10d). The peak360

in westerlies separates North and South Vietnam and VIMC is negative over361

SVN from day-9 (fig. 10b).362

The low-level pattern for dry events over NVN shows no strong precursors363

in the divergent flow (fig. 10e-h). There is a persistent equivalent barotropic364

cyclonic flow off the coast of Japan (also seen in fig. 7). Only on day-9 we see365

the development of large scale low-level divergence. This intensifies rapidly over366

the following week to form a strong divergent centre over NVN with negative367

VIMC and local anticyclonic low-level flow. But this divergent anomaly does368

not appear to have tropical origins.369

For NVN again we see an asymmetry in intraseasonal precursors, but little370

evidence of a propagating signal. In both cases the low-level influence comes371

from the east and for dry events it is purely extratropical.372

Low level divergent flow for CVN is shown in fig. 11. Wet events are accom-373

panied by an equatorial maximum in velocity potential that steadily displaces374

eastwards from the Indian Ocean at day-15 to the West Pacific at day-0 (fig.375

11a-d). Most of the convergent flow is on the northern flank of this system and376

VIMC over CVN develops on low-level easterlies throughout the period, or-377

ganising into a local cyclonic system from about day-6, and reaching maximum378

intensity at day-0.379

Dry events (fig. 11e-h) show a fairly symmetric development at large scales,380

with negative anomalies of velocity potential following a similar displacement,381

albeit with a slightly slower eastward propagation over the final 6 days. Diver-382

gence and wind patterns are mostly reversed compared to the wet case, with383

negative anomalies of VIMC occupying a slightly smaller region.384
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It appears that the dominant influence on CVN is equatorial wave activity.385

Wind anomalies in both wet and dry events for CVN are centred to the east386

of the region, favouring orographic influence on rainfall.387

Low level divergent flow for SVN is shown in fig. 12. As for CVN we see a388

positive anomaly in velocity potential over the eastern Indian Ocean, but in389

this case the eastward displacement is much slower. From day-9 (fig. 12b) there390

is also a weak large scale divergent anomaly over the Pacific and easterly winds391

develop across the Philippines into southern Vietnam, associated with a pair392

of anticyclones straddling the equator. This easterly jet is a potential source393

of moisture transport and VIMC grows over SVN from day-6 as this easterly394

flow strengthens and the positive centre of velocity potential intensifies and395

moves over the maritime continent.396

Dry events (fig. 12e-h) are piloted by large scale convergence over the West-397

ern Pacific, followed by a similar slow displacement from the equatorial Indian398

Ocean to the maritime continent. There is a low level westerly jet which in399

this case remains mostly east of Vietnam but the associated pattern of VIMC400

looks quite symmetrical compared to the Wet case.401

In summary these composites are characterised by a complex interaction402

of fast (CVN) and slow (SVN) eastward displacement of large scale equato-403

rial divergent flow, with westward displacement of rotational subtropical flow.404

Extratropical influence is probably responsible for disturbing the otherwise405

symmetric patterns for wet and dry events. The similarity previously noted406

for NVN-wet and SVN-dry does not extend to the tropical divergent flow,407

which exerts a far greater influence on SVN.408

4.3 Regional Interdependency409

The analyses presented up to this point have been based on composites in410

which days where the threshold is exceeded in more than one region have411

been excluded. This operation has been carried out separately for wet and412

dry events so the prominent wet-dry opposition between NVN and SVN is413

retained. But there are many excluded days where, for example, it is wet in414

both NVN and CVN. In this section we examine how the results are affected415

by including such events in the analysis.416

A summary is given in table 1 of the numbers of events associated with417

all possible combinations for the three regions. This table forms a symmetric418

matrix so the redundant upper right triangle is greyed out, and impossible wet-419

dry combinations are heavily greyed out. Total numbers of events are recorded,420

and in parentheses we show the number of events when multi-region wet or421

dry events are excluded. This number can only be non-zero on the leading422

diagonal and in the lower left quadrant. These data show that CVN is by no423

means independent of either NVN or SVN, and often shares wet or dry events.424

Generally, about half the wet events and about one third of the dry events in425

either NVN or SVN are shared by CVN. On the other hand NVN and SVN426

are relatively independent from one another. They rarely share wet events, but427
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they are more commonly in opposition, consistent with some of the symmetries428

in composite patterns we have seen. And exclusion of the overlap with CVN429

makes very little difference to the frequency of NVN-SVN opposition.430

How do the composite patterns change when shared events are permitted?431

From a forecasters point of view the practical question concerns extreme events432

in a given region, regardless of how unique they may be. To complement the433

isolated cases for NVN shown in fig. 7, fig. 13 shows the large scale precursors434

when both NVN and CVN are wet (fig. 13a-d) or dry (fig. 13e-h). So patterns435

for all NVN wet events (not shown) will be very close to an average of figs 7436

and 13. The differences between these figures serve to illustrate how dependent437

these precursor diagnostics are on the definition of the regional index. The final438

state at day-0 shows a stronger signal, consistent with stronger and larger439

scale rainfall events. The pattern is largely in phase with the isolated NVN440

pattern. Negative height anomalies are more prominent, and this is even more441

evident at earlier lags, where a large scale depression occupies a region over442

western Siberia whereas the signal is weak in the isolated case. Dry composites443

show more consistency between shared and isolated events with a slight phase444

shift in perturbations that essentially travel along the jet, and this time more445

prominence is given to the positive geopotential anomaly. The set of all NVN446

dry events (not shown) is weighted towards the isolated pattern (see table 1).447

A similar exercise can be carried out for common events between SVN and448

CVN and the resulting composites are shown in fig. 14. In this case there is449

more consistency for wet events, especially for the long term precursors (fig.450

14a-c). Differences are apparent at smaller scales, for example the disappear-451

ance of the high over Japan on day-0 compared to the SVN-only case. Patterns452

for all SVN wet events (not shown) are again essentially an average of figs 9453

and 14, resulting in fairly weak precursors over eastern Asia but consistent454

dipole patterns over eastern Europe / western Asia. For dry events (fig. 14e-455

h) shared by SVN and CVN a different picture emerges. There is a complete456

reversal of sign for the large scale patterns and when the two are combined457

in the correct proportions (table 1) only the Siberian high remains, moving458

southwards from day-9 (fig. 14j). The high over China is the main common459

feature between isolated and shared dry events.460

In all cases the tropical divergent circulation shows far less sensitivity to461

the definition of the index for NVN and SVN, for both wet and dry composites.462

Events shared with CVN are almost identical with a slightly stronger signal463

in most cases.464

Finally it is of interest to examine cases where NVN and SVN have opposite465

rainfall extremes. Fig. 15 shows large scale composites from the 87 cases of466

wet-NVN/dry-SVN and the 31 cases with dry-NVN/wet-SVN. CVN is neither467

wet nor dry for the composites shown, but this makes little difference to the468

number of cases (table 1). Recall that there is a close resemblance between469

composites for exclusive wet NVN and dry SVN. Fig. 15a-d again shows a470

similar pattern but with much higher amplitude, implying that although the471

wet-NVN/dry-SVN pattern represents a relatively small number of events,472

they are among the strongest in terms of large scale precursors. Interestingly,473
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no such amplification is seen for the tropical divergent flow (not shown) which474

appears much like the stronger dry SNV cases except for a local convergent475

feature over North Vietnam. The dry-NVN/wet-SVN composite also shown476

in fig. 15e-h looks like a strongly amplified version of wet SVN, which was477

already somewhat stronger than dry NVN. This is even more apparent for the478

tropical divergent flow (not shown).479

5 DISCUSSION and CONCLUSION480

In this study, we have considered the moisture budget over three regions481

of Vietnam and explored remote dynamical influences on intraseasonal time482

scales. The investigation focuses on extreme rainfall events during the sum-483

mertime with a lead time of two weeks. We have used the vertically integrated484

moisture flux convergence as a link between regional precipitation and large485

scale dynamics, after first establishing that it can be used as a reasonable486

proxy for intraseasonal variability. In fact VIMC is very closely correlated487

with rainfall on these time scales and dominates the moisture budget, with a488

very slight lead on precipitation for the three regions in question. At regional489

scales lag-composite of VIMC and rainfall anomalies gain significant amplitude490

at different lead times for the different regions, but in all cases show a rea-491

sonable degree of symmetry between wet and dry cases. This straightforward492

eventuality is not retained at larger scales.493

The main focus of this work is to record the larger scale dynamical envi-494

ronment associated with extremes in regional hydrology. Vietnam is subject to495

diverse influences and we have seen that they combine in a variety of ways de-496

pending on the region. Previous studies have often taken a regional approach497

to diagnosing the atmospheric state associated with precipitation anomalies.498

One of the difficulties in assigning causes to anomalies in a given region is the499

dependency between neighbouring and even distant regions. Another difficulty500

is the clear asymmetry often recorded between extreme wet and dry events.501

These two difficulties are the main theme of the current report.502

A powerful tool for allaying the interdependency between target regions503

is to use EOF analysis, which will deliver indices that are temporally uncor-504

related, associated with spatially orthogonal patterns. Such an approach was505

adopted by Tuan (2019) and has provided one view of the associated large506

scale environment. While the EOF patterns themselves may relate to real re-507

lationships between the regions, this is not guaranteed by construction. Such508

linear prescriptions may mask important asymmetries between regional rela-509

tionships when the sign of the extremes is reversed. This is apparent in the510

comparison between wet-NVN/dry-SVN and dry-NVN/wet-SVN. The situa-511

tion is further complicated by the varying degree of influence exerted by the512

tropics and the extratropics for each region and each type of extreme.513

For these reasons we have tried to unravel the details of how the large514

scale dynamical environment depends on the relationships between regions by515

explicitly considering them in isolation and in combination. When we break516
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down the large scale composites and examine them for wet-dry, north-south517

and tropical-extratropical symmetries, a complex picture emerges, as follows.518

- Wet events in NVN are essentially influenced by the extratropics, but in a519

highly asymmetric way and also in a way that is very dependent on whether the520

anomalies in VIMC also spread to CVN. Isolated NVN events are associated521

with a western Siberian high and a depression over China, consistent with the522

cold surges diagnosed by Abdillah et al. (2018). When CVN is included the523

precursors are quite different but still essentially north of the Asian jet, with524

a Siberian low developing into a three-pole large-scale low-high-low structure.525

- Isolated dry events in NVN are highly asymmetrical compared to the wet526

case. They are influenced by anomalies that line up along the Asian jet, leading527

to a high over Japan. But if anomalies over CVN are included we recover a528

large-scale high-low-high pattern over Asia that is quite symmetrical with the529

corresponding wet cases.530

We conclude that for North Vietnam there are two extratropical pathways531

of influence: large scale quasi-stationary patterns at high latitudes and smaller532

scale perturbations along the jet. However, it must be stressed that for North533

Vietnam the large scale precursors are quite sensitive to the index considered534

and can show a great deal of asymmetry for wet and dry extremes.535

- Wet events in CVN are preceded by an extended Siberian low just north536

of the jet that gives way to a northeastern Siberian high that extends south-537

wards through China. Dry events show similar anomalies of opposite sign over538

Western Asia but they are not simple sign reversals. The patterns are not as539

sensitive to the inclusion of other regions as they are for NVN but table 1540

shows there is a great deal of overlap for CVN with both the north and the541

south. Tropical divergent flow influences CVN by way of propagating signals542

from the Indian Ocean into the West Pacific, establishing a cyclone over the543

region for wet composites and an anticyclone for dry composites. The tropical544

influence is symmetrical.545

Central Vietnam has been shown to be influenced by Equatorial Rossby546

waves (Van Der Linden et al., 2016). Our composite analysis points to an547

equatorial Kelvin wave but the regional cyclone / anticyclone is consistent548

with a westward propagating component which has not been isolated in our549

simple lag composites. This region is also subject to orographic influence, and550

this is consistent with the reversed low-level zonal wind over the region between551

wet and dry composites.552

- Wet events in SVN are associated with a sequence of sign reversals along553

the Asian jet, somewhat similar to dry NVN but by no means perfectly asym-554

metric. In fact the SVN wet composites are of greater amplitude than the NVN555

dry ones, and precursors over western Asia are quite different. Furthermore,556

SVN is distinguished from NVN by the strong influence of a slowly moving557

buildup of low-level convergence over the Indian Ocean towards the Indone-558

sian region, reminiscent of the MJO (Van Der Linden et al., 2016). When wet559

SVN is combined with dry NVN the resulting composites are particularly in-560

tense, but dominated by the wet SVN pattern. Such a combination is perhaps561

selecting the most extreme wet SVN events.562
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- Dry events in SVN resemble wet vents in NVN quite closely, and this563

is where table 1 reveals the greater overlap. Precursors are dominated by a564

western Siberian high, which spreads southwards, although the depression over565

China is absent. The combined composite is again more intense than either566

of the isolated composites. The equatorial influence for dry SVN is not the567

opposite of the dry case. This time the influence builds up in the east in568

the form of West Pacific convergence at considerably longer lead times before569

giving way to slowly eastward propagating low level divergence over the region.570

Although the overall picture is complicated, some patterns emerge from571

this analysis. There are essentially three conduits of influence at lead times of572

one to two weeks.573

1) A high latitude pathway where large scale quasi-stationary equivalent574

barotropic patterns slowly build and then spread southwards to influence the575

region, particularly for wet NVN, dry SVN and both signs for CVN.576

2) A pathway along the Asian jet, with smaller-scale baroclinic anomalies577

of alternating sign, showing eastward group propagation to influence dry NVN578

and wet SVN.579

3) An equatorial pathway with eastward propagating divergent flow influ-580

encing CVN (fast propagation - symmetric precursors) and SVN (slow prop-581

agation - asymmetric precursors).582

If we consider the differing roles of these three pathways, it may help us583

to understand and classify the broken symmetries associated with precursors584

for the three regions. Possible mechanisms involve nonlinear transient eddy585

forcing leading, or simply differing combinations of the various influences for586

wet and dry events. The associated dynamical processes may be inter-related.587

For example, an upstream equatorial disturbance that is itself a precursor to588

an event over SVN may excite an extratropical signal which would also appear589

as a precursor. Further work is needed, including modelling experiments, to590

help unravel the causality of teleconnections to this highly diverse and sensitive591

region. This will be explored further in the companion paper Le, et al ...592
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Figure Captions665

Fig. 1: Vietnam map and selected regions: North Vietnam (NVN), Central666

Vietnam (CVN), South Vietnam (SVN).667

Fig. 2: Monthly average of rainfall (bars) (mm/day) and monthly variance668

of daily time-series regional VIMC anomaly (solid line) and PPT anomaly669

(dashed line) (mm2/d2) over (a) NVN, (b) CVN, (c) SVN.670

Fig. 3: Moisture budget components: Precipitation (PPT), Vertically Inte-671

grated Moisture Flux Convergence (VIMC), Tendency of Moisture Column672

(TMC) and Evaporation (EVP) averaged over NVN, CVN and SVN at lagged673

day -9, -6, -3 and 0.674

Fig. 4: Composites of RAINFALL ANOMALY (shaded colour) and VIMC675

ANOMALY (contour) associated with Wet (a-d) and Dry (e-h) events in NVN.676

Blue is positive. Red is negative. The contour interval is 1mm/day. Plotted677

signals are statistically significant at 95% for each composite compared to the678

observation in a two-sided t-test.679

Fig. 5: as Fig. 4, but for CVN.680

Fig. 6: as Fig. 4, but for SVN.681

Fig. 7: Composites of geopotential height (contour) and Jet stream (colour682

shading) at 250mb associated with Wet (a-d) and Dry (e-h) events over NVN.683

Red is positive. Blue is negative. The contour interval is 8m. Plotted signals are684

statistically significant at 95% for each composite compared to the observation685

in a two-sided t-test.686

Fig. 8: As Fig. 7 but for CVN.687

Fig. 9: As Fig. 7 but for SVN.688

Fig. 10: Composites of velocity potential (contour) and horizontal wind (vec-689

tor) at 850mb anomalies associated with Wet (a-d) and Dry (e-h) events over690

NVN. Red is negative. Blue is positive . The contour interval is 2e5m2/s. Plot-691
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ted signals are statistically significant at 95% for each composite compared to692

the observation in a two-sided t-test. VIMC (colour shading) as Fig.4.693

Fig. 11: As Fig. 10 but for CVN.694

Fig. 12: As Fig. 10 but for SVN.695

Fig. 13: as Fig. 7, but for the overlapping of North and Central (N and C)696

events.697

Fig. 14: as Fig. 7, but for the overlapping of Central and South (C and S)698

events.699

Fig. 15: as Fig. 7, but for the overlapping of “Nwet and Sdry” (Nwet and Sdry)700

and “Ndry and S wet” (Ndry and Swet) events.701
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Fig. 1 Vietnam map and selected regions: North Vietnam - NVN, Central Vietnam - CVN,
South Vietnam - SVN.
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Fig. 2 Monthly average of rainfall (bars) (mm/day) and monthly variance of daily time-
series regional VIMC anomaly (solid line) and PPT anomaly (dashed line) (mm2/d2) over
(a) NVN, (b) CVN, (c) SVN.
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Fig. 3 Moisture budget components: Precipitation (PPT), Vertically Integrated Moisture
Flux Convergence (VIMC), Tendency of Moisture Column (TMC) and Evaporation (EVP)
averaged over NVN, CVN and SVN at lagged day -9, -6, -3 and 0.
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a) day-15

b) day-9

c) day-3

d) day0

e) day-15

f) day-9

g) day-3

h) day0

NVN wet                                               NVN dry

Fig. 4 Composites of RAINFALL ANOMALY (shaded colour) and VIMC ANOMALY
(contour) associated with Wet (a-d) and Dry (e-h) events in NVN. Blue is positive. Red
is negative. The contour interval is 1mm/day. Plotted signals are statistically significant at
95% for each composite compared to the observation in a two-sided t-test.
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a) day-15

b) day-9

c) day-3

d) day0

e) day-15

f) day-9

g) day-3

h) day0

CVN wet                                               CVN dry

Fig. 5 as Fig. 4, but for CVN
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a) day-15

b) day-9

c) day-3

d) day0

e) day-15

f) day-9

g) day-3

h) day0

SVN wet                                               SVN dry

Fig. 6 as Fig. 4, but for SVN
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a) day-15

b) day-9

c) day-3

d) day0

e) day-15

f) day-9

g) day-3

h) day0

NVN wet                                               NVN dry

Fig. 7 Composites of geopotential height (contour) and Jet stream (colour shading) at
250mb associated with Wet (a-d) and Dry (e-h) events over NVN. Red is positive. Blue is
negative. The contour interval is 8m. Plotted signals are statistically significant at 95% for
each composite compared to the observation in a two-sided t-test.
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a) day-15

b) day-9

c) day-3

d) day0

e) day-15

f) day-9

g) day-3

h) day0

CVN wet                                               CVN dry

Fig. 8 as Fig. 7, but for CVN
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a) day-15

b) day-9

c) day-3

d) day0

e) day-15

f) day-9

g) day-3

h) day0

SVN wet                                               SVN dry

Fig. 9 as Fig. 7, but for SVN
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3 m/s

a) day-15

b) day-9

c) day-3

d) day0

e) day-15

f) day-9

g) day-3

h) day0

NVN wet                            NVN dry

Fig. 10 Composites of velocity potential (contour) and horizontal wind (vector) at 850mb
anomalies associated with Wet (a-d) and Dry (e-h) events over NVN. Red is negative. Blue
is positive . The contour interval is 2e5 m2/s. Plotted signals are statistically significant at
95% for each composite compared to the observation in a two-sided t-test. VIMC (colour
shading) as Fig. 4.
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3 m/s

a) day-15

b) day-9

c) day-3

d) day0

e) day-15

f) day-9

g) day-3

h) day0

CVN wet                            CVN dry

Fig. 11 as Fig. 10, but for CVN
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3 m/s

a) day-15

b) day-9

c) day-3

d) day0

e) day-15

f) day-9

g) day-3

h) day0

SVN wet                            SVN dry

Fig. 12 as Fig. 10, but for SVN.
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a) day-15

b) day-9

c) day-3

d) day0

e) day-15

f) day-9

g) day-3

h) day0

N_and_C_wet                             N_and_C_dry

Fig. 13 as Fig. 7, but for the overlapping of North and Central (N and C) events.
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a) day-15

b) day-9

c) day-3

d) day0

e) day-15

f) day-9

g) day-3

h) day0

C_and_S_wet                             C_and_S_dry

Fig. 14 as Fig. 7, but for the overlapping of Central and South (C and S) events.
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a) day-15

b) day-9

c) day-3

d) day0

e) day-15

f) day-9

g) day-3

h) day0

Nwet_and_Sdry                             Ndry_and_Swet

Fig. 15 as Fig. 7, but for the overlapping of “Nwet and Sdry” (Nwet and Sdry) (a-d) and
“Ndry and S wet” (Ndry and Swet) events (e-h).
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